The Catholic Hospital Association

EDITOR'S NOTE: To commemorate the Golden Jubilee of the Catholic Hospital Association, Mr. H. R. Bryden, editor of Hospital Progress, published the following account of the denoted work of the founder and his successors in the history of a hospital apostolate which the National Federation of Catholic Hospitals and to which we extend warm good wishes for future progress. What follows is for the edification of our readers.

REV. CHARLES B. MOULINIER, S.J., was born at Cincinnati Dec. 6, 1859 and died Aug. 1, 1941 at West Baden (Ind.) College. In the span of his nearly 82 years of life he founded the Catholic Hospital Association and his life is, in very fact, the reason for this issue of Hospital Progress; the reason for Catholic participation at a high plane of status and excellence in hospital, medical and health activities at the national level; the reason for the Joint Commission as we relate it to ourselves and ecclesiastical authority at canonically required times. In 1914 Father Moulinier was asked to conduct a retreat for the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet at St. Joseph's Academy, St. Paul, and following the retreat Father met with a group of some 14 sisters who discussed with him details of problems facing hospitals, especially Catholic hospitals, at that time. The date was July 15, 1914, and the place, St. Mary's Hospital, Minneapolis.

In 1915 Father Moulinier saw the beginning of his incipient plan take form. The first convention of the Catholic Hospital Association was held at St. Francis School in Milwaukee—the theme "Education In the Care of the Sick."

Plagued by sickness, but determined to see education established as the primary purpose of the fledgling organization, Father Moulinier fostered resolutions—radical then—such as the organized control of medical staffs, accepting only members of country medical societies on the years 1907 to 1915 were the crucial ones of Father Moulinier's life—and the most vital for all concerned with the Catholic hospital apostolate. In 1908 Father lectured in the Marquette School of Medicine on Medical Jurisprudence; in 1908-09 he was lecturer in Ethics in the Schools of Law, Dentistry and Pharmacy. Success begets responsibility among the Jesuits as among others and in September, 1909 he was appointed to the regency of four professional schools—Law, Dentistry, Medicine and Pharmacy. And in 1912 his regency was extended to include the School of Business Administration. Happily, in 1913 he was relieved of regency responsibilities except for the Schools of Medicine and Law.

More practical problems presented challenges which a man affiliated with medical education could not ignore. In 1910, supported by a grant from The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Education, Abraham Flexner, M.D., had published his report which showed that so called medical schools were indeed largely "factories" discharging as doctors a significant number of medical charlatans. The American Hospital Association and the new American College of Surgeons, in particular, were pressing for standardization of surgical hospital procedure and care. The ACS realized that if the Catholic hospitals, controlling a substantial number of voluntary beds in the country, did not "go along," the program could be "scuttled."
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More practical problems presented challenges which a man affiliated with medical education could not ignore. In 1910, supported by a grant from The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Education, Abraham Flexner, M.D., had published his report which showed that so called medical schools were indeed largely "factories" discharging as doctors a significant number of medical charlatans. The American Hospital Association and the new American College of Surgeons, in particular, were pressing for standardization of surgical hospital procedure and care. The ACS realized that if the Catholic hospitals, controlling a substantial number of voluntary beds in the country, did not "go along," the program could be "scuttled."

But the various religious orders and communities operating the Catholic hospitals of that day were separate entities. There was little hope of getting agreement on procedure among many sisterhoods whose founders represented a vast, disparate range of basic policy. The sisterhoods and brotherhoods operating hospitals were obviously fulfilling a need—in their own peculiar way and with approval of their diocesan ordinary—but they were mostly "little islands" of health, accountable only to themselves and ecclesiastical authority at canonically required times.
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Louis, in the care of the Sisters of St. Mary whose lives and goals have so long been identified with his, Father Schwitalla died on May 25 of this year. In 1957 in the Jesuit Bulletin he had some thoughts about the retirement of Jesuits: "As for retirement... Their chief occupation has not as yet been mentioned-preparing for the most important moment of life, when 'vita mutatur, non tollitur-life is changed not taken away.' Retirement is a good time to accumulate a rich reserve of merit and a great deposit of indulgences. For the rest there is nothing to worry about. Retirement... can and should be, and surely it is, the happiest period of a Jesuit's life, the most happy part of the hundredfold. 'Everyone that has left home... for my name's sake shall receive a hundredfold (Mt. 19, 27)', and so each one of us loves to pray: 'Take, O Lord, and receive all my liberty and prudent kin... take over the reins... give me only Thy Love and Thy grace and I am rich enough (St. Ignatius)."

REV. JOHN J. FLANAGAN, S.J., lawyer, priest, educator and administrator, assumed the post of executive director of the Association in 1947. M. R. Kneifl, CHA executive secretary, and the executive board of the CHA saw the need for reorganization of the Association and a greater commitment to educational programs if Catholic hospitals were to maintain their status and grow in service to patients. What was needed was an able educator and administrator to guide the reorganized CHA into a new and outlined program of education for members. Father Schwitalla had suffered a heart attack, but a look great tact and prudent kin did on the part of Father Flanagan to gradually "take over the reins." He had been prided by a farm boyhood in Iowa, a bachelor of arts in 1924 and a bachelor of law degree in 1926 from8hington University. He turned his back on a legal career and entered the Society of Jesus, was awarded a master of arts by St. Louis University in 1929 and was ordained in 1936. He was successively assistant dean of arts and sciences at St. Louis U, dean of Regis College in Denver and in 1942 became president of Regis. He was preparing for a baccalaureate when his provincial called him one evening—and at 5 a.m. the following morning he was met at the St. Louis airport by Father Provincial. After a meeting with Mr. Ray Kneifl that day, Father returned to Denver to wind up a happy and fruitful part of his life. He faced a future in a strange field. Hospitals and the health field were caught in the stormiest days of change and fantastic progress in history. Needed to even survive, were vision, courage, the ability to evaluate change and select what was good while discarding the fads. There were pressures from those who preferred to maintain the status quo and urgent importância from those who perhaps were drawn wholly by attraction to whatever was new without due appreciation of the values of tradition.

But what Father Flanagan has built is not a monument to himself. It is the synthesis of all those whose work he has guided and inspired to new vision and new horizons of excellence. Ad Multos Anno!